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Program

Time After Time  Styne/arr. Kerry Marsh

Hannah Martin, mezzo-soprano
Matthew Moody, baritone

Chili Con Carne  Anders Edenroth

as performed by The Real Group

No Moon At All  David Mann

Laura Douthit, alto
Christopher Walsh, trumpet
John Bourdelais, guitar
Tristan Jarvis, bass
Derek Wohl, drums

Moondance  Morrison/arr. Jeremy Fox

Aquiala Walden, alto
Haley Parker, alto
Adam Siegler, upright bass
Adam Kruschwitz, tenor
Laura Douthit, alto

Never Say Yes  Adderley/arr. Matt Falker

Rebecca Angel, soprano
Haley Parker, alto
Shaun Rimkunas, baritone
Danielle Avicolli, mezzo-soprano
Matthew Moody, baritone
Hannah Martin, mezzo-soprano
Night and Day

  Cole Porter

  Ginny Maddock, soprano
  Oliver Scott, piano
  Tristan Jarvis, bass

Snow

  Berlin/arr. Mark Brymer

  from White Christmas

Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas

  Martin & Blane/arr. Darmon Meader

  as performed by The New York Voices

  Isabella Gervasoni, alto

Brazasia

  Yutaka & Castro-Nueves/arr. Jennifer Barnes

  Oliver Scott, piano
  Rebecca Angel, soprano
Personnel

**Soprano**
Rebecca Angel
Ginny Maddock

**Mezzo-Soprano**
Danielle Avicoli
Kathryn Kandra
Hannah Martin

**Alto**
Laura Douthit
Isabella Gervasoni
Haley Parker
Aquiala Walden

**Tenor**
Adam Kruschwitz
Stephen Rothhaar

**Bass**
Lucas Manfredi
Matthew Moody
Shaun Rimkunas

**Rhythm**
Oliver Scott, piano
Adam Siegler, upright bass
Caleb Matheson, drums